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Abstract

Keeping communication private has become increasingly important in an era of mass surveillance and state-sponsored attacks. While hiding the contents of a conversation has well-known solutions, hiding the associated metadata (participants, duration, etc.) remains a challenge, especially if one cannot trust ISPs or proxy servers. This paper describes a communication system called Pung that provably hides all content and metadata while withstanding global adversaries. Pung is a key-value store where clients deposit and retrieve messages without anyone—including Pung’s servers—learning of the existence of a conversation. Pung is based on private information retrieval, which we make more practical for our setting with new techniques. These include a private multi-retrieval scheme, an application of the power of two choices, and batch codes. These extensions allow Pung to handle $10^3 \times$ more users than prior systems with a similar threat model.

1 Introduction

Can two or more users exchange messages over a public network without anyone else learning that they communicated? And can this be done in a practical manner without trusting any other entities (e.g., other users, ISPs, proxy servers)? This paper answers these questions affirmatively with a communication system that provides strong privacy guarantees, even against active, global adversaries.

While the questions we consider are decades old [33], there is a renewed interest motivated by an increase in service providers disclosing their users’ information without consent [7, 13, 17, 86, 93, 112], as well as questionable mass surveillance practices [16, 28, 51, 64, 65] that defy existing privacy laws and long-held beliefs [45, 119, 132, 133, 137]. In response, companies have mobilized to deploy end-to-end encryption solutions to safeguard the privacy of users’ communications [1–3, 5, 63]. While end-to-end encryption protects the content of the messages exchanged, it does not hide their existence nor other metadata (e.g., identity of participants, duration), which can be just as sensitive [39, 91, 120, 123].

Fortunately, the threat of metadata leakage has not been lost on academics and practitioners; there is a vast literature on preventing such disclosures [23, 26, 32–34, 41–44, 48, 52, 78, 82, 84, 85, 95, 96, 101, 116, 117, 122, 124, 134, 140]. While these works make great strides toward providing strong guarantees and supporting many users, we find that most require trusting one or more entities in the communication infrastructure (e.g., proxy servers, ISPs, large coalitions of users) to achieve their goals. In many contexts, such assumptions can be sensible. However, deployment considerations such as “where to find a trusted entity or an incorruptible consortium to run the system” are often left unspecified and are arguably hard to answer. Furthermore, there is enough precedent to think that private communication is a setting where trustworthiness can be subverted by financial and political interests [13, 40, 86, 93, 121]. There are proposals that do not require trusting the communication infrastructure [27, 34, 43, 62, 68, 135], but they have been primarily theoretical since the resulting systems support only dozens of concurrent users.

This tension between trust and performance drives our work. Our view is that private communication can be achieved with reasonable performance, even in the presence of strong adversaries. To substantiate this position we build Pung, a system that provably hides all metadata associated with users’ conversations—even against adversaries who control all the communication infrastructure (ISPs, cloud providers, etc.) and arbitrary coalitions of users. We find that a 4-server deployment of Pung supports 135K messages/minute with 32K active users: $10^3 \times$ more messages and $10^3 \times$ more users than any prior system that withstands a similar adversary (§7.3). When we extend this comparison to systems under weaker threat models we find that Pung is promising but is not yet a replacement: Pung handles $85 \times$ fewer users (§7.2).

To support tens of thousands of users at modest costs, Pung addresses two challenges. The first is architectural: devising a way for users to send and receive messages without a trusted proxy. Our proposal is simple, and consists of combining untrusted servers and powerful cryptography through a synthesis of known ideas (§3). The second, and more salient aspect of Pung is reducing the costs of its cryptographic machinery. Our contributions here include algorithms that amortize expensive operations when users send and receive multiple messages (§4).

In more detail, Pung is an untrusted key-value store that exposes private deposit and retrieval procedures to users. Pung’s deposit procedure is based on the ability of com-

*This is the full version of [12]. This version includes security proofs (Appendix A), and a cost model and probability analysis (Appendix B).
municating users to agree on a shared label (or “key” in the key-value store) under which to store a message (§3.1). Pung’s retrieval procedure builds on a powerful—but expensive—cryptographic primitive: private information retrieval (PIR) [37]. PIR allows clients to fetch items from a server without revealing to the server which items were fetched. While PIR has been used in other private communication systems [82, 95, 122], its interface is not a good fit for Pung: PIR requires clients to know the exact index of the items they wish to retrieve in a data structure stored at the server. In Pung, this data structure is continuously modified, and clients know only a label (§3.1).

To improve the performance of PIR, Pung targets applications where users retrieve multiple messages: email, group chats, bug reporting, and sensor data collection (§8). Pung then introduces a private multi-retrieval scheme that departs from most prior approaches (e.g., [19, 66, 69, 89]) in two ways. First, instead of modifying the design or implementation of PIR, Pung encodes the underlying data structures; these techniques are independent of the PIR scheme used (§4.1). Second, Pung leverages an inherent property of private communication systems: to resist traffic analysis they operate in rounds in which a bounded number of messages is sent and received by each user (§3.1). Users who wish to send or receive messages past this limit must wait several rounds to do so. Pung exploits this restriction with a multi-retrieval scheme that is probabilistically—rather than perfectly—complete: in a few cases clients can only retrieve a fraction of the items they wish to retrieve, but they can try again later. This results in a more efficient scheme than all prior PIR schemes that support multi-retrievals (§4.2).

To integrate PIR with Pung, we adapt an existing oblivious search technique [36] that allows clients to retrieve messages with labels (§3.3), and extend it to work on the encoded data structures that Pung uses for multi-retrieval (§4.4). Pung also introduces several other features. First, Pung supports group communication. Second, Pung provides a service that allows users to privately derive a shared secret to bootstrap their conversations, provided they know each other’s public keys (§6). Last, messages in Pung are long-lived and can be retrieved at a later time by clients who participate infrequently (§8).

Nonetheless, our work has several limitations. While we reduce costs compared to prior approaches, these costs—especially network costs—remain high (§7.4). Furthermore, many of our techniques are only beneficial when clients retrieve multiple messages. Like all past private communication systems, Pung does not hide the fact that users are part of the system (it only hides if and with whom they are communicating); users are also required to participate even when they have nothing to send or retrieve. Pung does not provide liveness guarantees (censorship resistance) in the face of malicious servers or ISPs. This is fundamental since an ISP could simply refuse to route network packets. Lastly, Pung does not currently support an efficient dialing protocol to enable clients to “cold-call” one another (§5). Despite these limitations, we believe that Pung takes an important step toward enabling untrusted private communication.

2 Goals and threat model

In this section we discuss our goals and assumptions, and the general ecosystem that Pung targets.

2.1 Private communication over the Internet

Our objective is to develop a messaging system that allows two or more users to communicate over the Internet (or any other public network) while hiding the content of all messages exchanged in addition to the metadata of the exchange. The types of metadata that we wish to keep hidden from anyone—except from the users directly involved—include the start and end time of a conversation, the number of messages exchanged, the identity of the participants, etc. Some of this information is difficult to keep private since many existing services rely on it for their proper functioning. For instance, ISPs need to know destinations to route packets, email and chat service operators—who would in principle deploy and manage Pung—need to know the messages that make up a conversation, etc. Consequently, Pung must balance the requirements of existing services and infrastructure with the preservation of the following security goals:

Message integrity and privacy. The content of a message must be intelligible only to its intended recipient. Furthermore, no one should be able to tamper with a message while it is in transit without the recipient being able to detect alterations. Specifically, we target the strongest cryptographic properties that capture these goals, namely integrity of ciphertexts under chosen plaintext attacks (IND- ChPTXT) [22, 73], and indistinguishability under adaptive chosen ciphertext attacks (IND-CCA2) [102, 113].

Metadata privacy. An adversary must not be able to determine if (or when) a user sent or received a message. Furthermore, an adversary must not be able to link a message exchange with the users that participated in that exchange. Specifically, we target the privacy notion of relationship unobservability as defined by Pfitzmann and Hansen [108]. Informally, relationship unobservability states that an adversary does not learn useful information from observing (or actively interfering with) all network traffic, provided that the sender and the recipient are not compromised. In the case of such compromise, relationship unobservability offers little value: the sender could trivially disclose that it is sending a message and to whom; a receiver could similarly leak the sender’s identity.

The above restriction is consistent with our setting of
two-way communication. However, as we note in Section 9, relationship unobservability is not a panacea. For instance, it is not on its own sufficient to protect whistleblowers who wish to remain anonymous from everyone—including all recipients. We give a formal definition of metadata privacy and provide proofs of security for all of our techniques in Appendix A.

2.2 Security assumptions

Pung achieves the security properties above under the following set of assumptions.

Cryptographic assumptions. Pung requires an authenticated encryption scheme (e.g., [22, 54]) to meet our goals of message integrity and privacy. Pung also relies on a computational private information retrieval (CPIR) scheme (e.g., [10, 60, 76]) and a pseudorandom function (e.g., [20, 21]) for ensuring metadata privacy (§3.1–§3.3).

Trust assumptions. Pung assumes that users who wish to communicate know their peer’s public key (or can exchange a secret through an out-of-band channel). Pung provides privacy guarantees only to pairs (or groups) of users who communicate through Pung while following the prescribed protocol. However, these guarantees are not predicated on the behavior of any other user in the system, or the communication channel between users. In particular, Pung’s guarantees hold even if all of the infrastructure that Pung uses (servers, ISPs, DNS, etc.) is compromised and operates arbitrarily.

Liveness assumption. Pung assumes that services used by clients to communicate with each other do not deny service. That is, we expect ISPs to carry traffic, DNS to provide name resolution, and servers to process requests. While this assumption is not needed for Pung to meet our security goals (§2.1), it is essential for Pung to be usable.

3 Design and architecture

Pung adopts a client-server architecture in which third-party servers mediate the exchange of messages between users. Figure 1 depicts this architecture. From the perspective of end users, a Pung cluster acts as a storage service. This parallels services like Gmail or Outlook that store messages on behalf of users.

Users exchange messages via a Pung client application that deposits the messages into mailboxes in the Pung cluster. These mailboxes are addressed by a label that is known to both the sender and the recipient. Recipients can access a message sent to them by retrieving the contents of a mailbox from the Pung cluster using an appropriate label. Pung’s “mailbox” architecture is borrowed from prior systems [26, 41, 78, 82, 122, 134]. A key difference is which entities run the storage nodes, the kinds of processing that these nodes do, and the mechanisms for storing and retrieving messages. We discuss each of these components in the following sections, but we first highlight how this architecture fits within our target ecosystem.

Pung’s mailbox architecture forces all messages sent and retrieved to go through entities like ISPs and the Pung cluster. These services rely on (or can easily infer) the types of metadata that we wish to hide, since they process all network traffic. Consequently, protecting metadata without harming the functioning of these services requires that the rate at which clients send and receive network packets be disentangled from the rate at which they send and retrieve messages in Pung. This requirement is key to preventing many types of traffic analysis attacks [70, 99, 115]. Unfortunately, it results in an unavoidable inefficiency: clients must send and retrieve messages at an independent (e.g., constant, Poisson) rate, even when the user is idle. This requires that clients queue excess requests and add cover traffic or chaff [118] (fake requests that are indistinguishable from real ones).

We now discuss how mailbox labels are derived, and how clients can use them to send and retrieve messages.

3.1 Mailbox labels and discretized rounds

The Pung protocol proceeds in discretized rounds or time epochs. Round duration is configurable and depends on the use case. The Pung cluster acts as a point of synchronization for clients and dictates when a new round starts. While this allows the Pung cluster to force clients out of sync, doing so results in a denial of service but does not violate our goals (§2.1). During each round, client applications issue exactly one send and one retrieve. This ensures that clients issue requests at a constant rate (§3). In Section 4 we relax this model and let clients issue multiple send and retrieve requests per round, enabling several applications (§8) and achieving lower (amortized) costs (§7.3). Finally, Section 5 discusses how clients can manage existing connections, and how they can agree on a round on which to start a new conversation.

Deriving mailbox labels. The Pung cluster is effectively a key-value store that treats mailbox labels as keys, and (encrypted) messages as values. This means that users’ communication depends on their ability to agree on a label under which to store and retrieve messages. This label should be unique (to avoid multiple pairs of users overwriting each other’s messages), and it must also be independent of the users communicating (otherwise an adversary could link a label to a conversation). Pung achieves
both of these properties through a combination of shared secrets and a pseudorandom function (PRF).

Recall from Section 2.2 that we assume that users who wish to communicate have access to each other’s public key (e.g., RSA key), or have exchanged a secret through an out-of-band channel. In Section 6 we present a directory service that allows users to derive a shared secret directly from public keys. Consequently, the rest of this section assumes that users have a shared secret which acts as a master key. This master key is used to derive two additional keys, \( k_L \) and \( k_E \), with a key derivation scheme \[79\]. The derived keys are used for mailbox label generation and message encryption, respectively. We also assume that users have a unique identifier, \( uid \), within each pair of communicating users. For example, if Alice and Bob wish to communicate with each other, Alice could be “0” and Bob could be “1”. This information need not be private, so users could choose any identification scheme including using their names or public keys.

Each user can derive the corresponding labels for the current round \( r \), \( label_3(r) \) and \( label_8(r) \), by invoking the pseudorandom function (PRF) keyed with \( k_L \):

\[
label_3(r) = PRF_{k_L}(r || uid_{peer})
\]

\[
label_8(r) = PRF_{k_L}(r || uid_{own})
\]

where \( r \) is a fixed-width integer and \( || \) is the concatenation operator when \( r \) and \( uid \) are treated as binary strings. Note that labels need not be symmetric: a user can send a message to Alice and retrieve one from Bob in the same round. In such cases, the labels would be generated using different keys and \( uids \). If a user is idle and has nothing to send or retrieve, it generates random mailbox labels.

3.2 Sending messages in Pung

Sending a message in Pung consists of deriving the recipient’s mailbox label (\( label_3 \)), and encrypting the message with an authenticated encryption scheme (§2.2) using key \( k_E \). The client then sends the resulting ciphertext, \( c = AE(k_E, m) \), along with the mailbox label, to the Pung cluster as a (\( label_3, c \))-tuple. Idle users send a tuple that consists of a random label and an encryption of a random message instead. We assume that all messages are the same size or that padding is applied.

3.3 Retrieving messages from the Pung cluster

Observe that if the Pung cluster were to broadcast to all users the (\( label, c \))-tuples received during a round, users could iterate through the list locally and find the tuple with the label that is of interest to them (or determine that it is not present). Intuitively, this operation would not leak any information about which label (if any) was of interest to a retriever, and would not allow the adversary to determine with whom a user is communicating (or if the user is idle). Of course, broadcasting all tuples would incur prohibitive network costs. Fortunately, retrieving an item from an untrusted server without revealing which item was retrieved is the problem addressed by private information retrieval (PIR) \[37\]. PIR protocols trade off computation at the server to achieve lower network costs than the above broadcast scheme. We summarize PIR next, since it is the basis of message retrieval in Pung.

Private information retrieval (PIR). We focus on computational PIR (CPIR) schemes \[10, 29, 31, 58, 60, 76, 80, 139\] that hide users’ access patterns under cryptographic hardness assumptions.\(^1\) At a high level, a CPIR scheme operates over a collection \( DB \) of \( n \) items held by a server, and consists of three procedures: QUERY, ANSWER, DECODE. The \( \text{QUERY}(idx, n) \) procedure is run by the client; it outputs a query \( q \) that encodes the index, \( idx \), in \( DB \) of the desired element. The \( \text{ANSWER}(q, DB) \) procedure is run by the server; it returns an encrypted response \( a \) that contains the element in \( DB \) at the index encoded in \( q \). This step requires the server to perform cryptographic operations over all elements in \( DB \). The \( \text{DECODE}(a) \) procedure is run by the client; it decrypts \( a \) to recover the desired element in \( DB \). Below we describe a simple CPIR scheme based on an additively homomorphic cryptosystem.\(^2\)

The client first generates a query vector \( q \) of length \( n \) by calling the \( \text{QUERY}(idx, n) \) procedure. Every entry in \( q \) is a different encryption of 0, except for the entry at position \( idx \) which is an encryption of 1. The client sends this query to the server, who executes \( \text{ANSWER}(q, DB) \) to produce a ciphertext \( c \) that encrypts the element in \( DB \) at position \( idx \). To do this, the server creates a vector \( x \) by interpreting every entry \( e_i \in DB \) as an integer, and computing the product of \( e_i \) and the ciphertext \( q_i \). This can be accomplished through repeated additions of \( q_i \) by leveraging the additive homomorphic property of the cryptosystem: \( x_i = \prod q_i \). The server then adds up every entry in \( x \) to obtain \( a \). This procedure works because the vector \( x \) consists of \( n-1 \) ciphertexts that encode 0, and one ciphertext that encodes \( e_{idx} \). Adding all of them results in an encryption of \( e_{idx} \) without the server learning which index was requested. Lastly, the client runs \( \text{DECODE}(a) \) to decrypt \( a \) and get the desired element.

All of the CPIR schemes to which we refer (and on which we rely) are more efficient than the above straw man, but they have a similar flavor. Crucially, they enjoy communication costs sublinear in \( n \) (i.e., they are cheaper than transferring the entire collection). Furthermore, some CPIR schemes (e.g., \[10\]) have low enough computational

\(^1\)IT-PIR schemes \[37, 49, 61\] are an efficient alternative to CPIR but rely on multiple servers, at least one of which must be correct. This conflicts with our goals and threat model (§2).

\(^2\)An additively homomorphic cryptosystem supports an operation \( + \) that can be used on ciphertexts to produce a new ciphertext encoding the sum of their plaintexts. That is, \( Enc(x) \cdot Enc(y) = Enc(x + y) \).
costs that their processing latency is actually lower than transferring the entire collection over today’s networks (this was believed to be an unlikely scenario [129]).

Retrieving messages. Since PIR allows clients to privately retrieve an item from the server at some index, one possibility is to use labels as indices: clients can retrieve a message from $label_r(r)$ with $q = \text{QUERY}(label_r(r))$. However, the size of the collection would need to match the range of the labels (§3.1), which is 256 bits in our implementation (§6). This would require Pung servers to materialize and operate over a collection of $2^{256}$ items!

Instead, we can arrange for Pung servers to insert all $(label, c)$-tuples sent by clients in some search data structure (e.g., sorted list, search tree) and present them as a collection $DB$ of size $n$ (where $n$ is the total number of nodes in the data structure). This enables clients and Pung servers to perform PIR directly on $DB$, but there is a problem: clients know from which label they wish to retrieve, but they do not know the mapping between labels and the index of the desired tuple in the data structure representing $DB$, or if the tuple even exists. This can easily be addressed by having clients obtain this label-to-index mapping from the Pung cluster. However, when the collection is large ($n > 100K$), clients can use a search scheme to reduce network costs. We discuss this below.

The key idea is that clients can find their desired element in $DB$ via an “oblivious” search. Figure 2 depicts an example of this search when $DB$ is stored as a sorted list. In this case, the client performs $\log(n)$ probes to locate its desired element (or determine that it is not present). Even if the client gets lucky and finds its element early, it must continue until the end to preserve privacy; the remaining probes can just use any indices. Since each probe is a PIR query to the entire collection $DB$, the server must process $n$ elements each time; the time complexity of this search is therefore $\Theta(n \log(n))$. However, this scheme has a lot of redundancy: the server processes each item $\log(n)$ times. Chor et al. [36] show that one can eliminate this “double counting” overhead by using data structures that can be (logically) split into independent chunks while retaining the search capability. We elaborate on this idea below in the context of the specific construction that Pung uses.

**BST retrieval.** We choose to use a complete binary search tree (BST) as our underlying data structure for several reasons. First, a complete BST is balanced, enabling search in $O(\log(n))$ probes. Second, for any dataset there is a unique complete BST, so the Pung cluster need not communicate the structure to clients (aside from $n$). Last, since every level of a complete BST is full (except for possibly the last) and every node contains an actual data item, there is no need for padding or auxiliary elements; it can be represented as a contiguous array without overhead.

Based on this, we set up the Pung cluster to store the collection of $(label, c)$-tuples in a complete BST, and have clients treat all the nodes at the same depth in the tree (i.e., on the same level) as a (logically) separate collection.

---

3 A k-ary tree is complete if all of its levels (except possibly the last) are full, and the last level is filled from left to right.
As depicted in Figure 3, clients can then process each of the \( \log(n) \) collections sequentially from top to bottom, deriving the index of the next level from the semantics of the BST. The pseudocode for this procedure is listed in Figure 4. Since each collection (and therefore each element) is accessed exactly once, there is no overhead due to double counting. Indeed, the time complexity of this BST-based retrieval scheme is \( \Theta(n) \), which is the same as if the clients had known the index in the first place. Compared to performing PIR over a known index, clients do incur a \( \log(n) \times k \) higher network cost due to retrieving a tuple at every level. As an optimization, clients could fetch (non-privately) all of the tuples of the first few levels, saving both bandwidth and CPU. This is because CPIR queries and answers are typically much larger than the elements in the collection; when the collection is small, it is more efficient to download all elements (i.e., naive PIR) than to use a CPIR scheme (§7.4).

The above sending and retrieval procedures are sufficient to build a version of Pung that meets all of our security goals (§2.1): it enables users to communicate with each other privately, hiding the content and preserving the integrity of messages, without leaking any metadata associated with a conversation. Furthermore, none of the security guarantees depend on the correctness of the Pung cluster. For instance, if the Pung cluster modifies the ciphertext associated with any tuple, clients can detect this due to the integrity guarantees of the authenticated encryption scheme. If the server drops tuples or stores them in a data structure that is not a complete BST, clients will be unable to find the tuple of interest to them (a denial of service), but the integrity of the content and the privacy of the communication is preserved. The drawback with the above scheme is its costs: the server has to process the entire collection for each client request. Additionally, for applications where clients wish to retrieve more than one message in a round (§8), costs scale linearly with the number of messages retrieved. The next section describes ways to significantly amortize costs for regimes in which clients retrieve multiple messages simultaneously.

4 Reducing costs via multi-retrievals

This section describes how to reduce the CPU costs of the Pung cluster when clients retrieve multiple messages.

4.1 Prior approaches to multi-retrieval

One approach to retrieving \( k \) items from the server is to run the protocol in Section 3.3 \( k \) times, but this results in costs that are linear in \( k \). An alternative is to create new PIR schemes that support a batch of \( k \) retrievals with sub-linear costs. Groth et al. [66] achieve significant improvements with this approach, but their focus is reducing network costs—the resulting CPU overheads are prohibitive in our context. Another approach is to modify the implementation, rather than the design, of existing PIR schemes. In particular, as we discuss in Section 3.3, the query of many PIR schemes is a vector of encrypted entries. The server can aggregate the queries submitted by (potentially different) users into batches of size \( k \), and construct a matrix. This enables the server to leverage fast matrix multiplication algorithms (e.g., Strassen’s algorithm [130]) to evaluate PIR’s answer procedure. Several works have shown that this yields modest benefits [19, 69, 89].

In Pung, we take a different approach—inspired by batch codes [71]—from the schemes above: instead of modifying the design or the implementation of a particular PIR protocol, we focus solely on changing the representation of the underlying data.\(^4\) We discuss batch codes in detail in Section 4.4 since we use them as a final refinement to our scheme. At a high level, they enable the server to encode a collection into smaller subcollections, in such a way that clients can retrieve any \( k \) items by querying each subcollection at most once. Below we highlight several reasons for designing a new mechanism rather than directly applying batch codes.

**Challenges and opportunities.** First, many batch codes suffer from a major drawback: the number of elements that a client downloads increases rapidly with \( k \). This means that for small \( k \) (3 or 4), network costs are within a small factor of retrieving items one by one; but they quickly rise to untenable levels with larger \( k \). Second, batch codes’ perfect completeness guarantee (i.e., that clients can retrieve any \( k \) items) is too conservative for our setting. In particular, Pung does not require that clients can always retrieve all \( k \) messages during a given round: since messages in Pung are long-lived (§6), clients can retry the next round. This behavior is actually inevitable in systems resistant to traffic analysis, such as Pung: recall that clients send and retrieve messages at some rate; any client who receives messages in excess of this rate must wait at least two rounds. Below we describe an alternative that works well for larger \( k \), but is probabilistic. That is, a client can sometimes only retrieve a subset of the \( k \) messages that it wished to retrieve in a given round.

4.2 Probabilistic private multi-retrieval

We now introduce a new probabilistic multi-retrieval scheme. A multi-retrieval scheme allows a server to efficiently process multiple retrievals from the same client by amortizing costs. Our proposal is more efficient than prior approaches, especially for larger values of \( k \) (> 4).

At the core of multi-retrieval is the observation that as long as every item in the server’s collection is processed at least once, the underlying PIR protocol will ensure that the server does not learn which tuples were retrieved. As

---

\(^4\)Using PIR as a black box means that other optimizations (e.g., fast matrix multiplication) benefit Pung as well.
we discuss in Section 3.3, one can take a collection and structure it as a tree, allowing each level to be treated independently. This results in clients retrieving \(\log(n)\) tuples, while the server processes each element just once; incurring the same CPU costs as a single retrieval. The reason that BST-RETRIEVAL (Fig. 4) is not technically a multi-retrieval scheme is that clients have no control over which tuples are fetched (they are forced to follow BST semantics), and consequently the procedure can only output a single message. We now show a way to divide the collection into smaller subcollections while still allowing clients some control over which items to fetch.

**Server setup.** The server initially performs a static partitioning of the label space (e.g., \(2^{256}\)) into \(B\) buckets (we set \(B\) to the maximum number of messages that users retrieve in a round, i.e. \(k\)). Each bucket holds all \((\text{label}, c)\)-tuples whose labels fall into its partition. At the end of the send phase, the server takes all the \((\text{label}, c)\)-tuples sent by clients and distributes them across the \(B\) buckets based on their label. Small buckets store tuples in an arbitrary order, while larger buckets store tuples in an array that represents a complete BST (§3.3). The latter enables clients to use BST-RETRIEVAL (Fig. 4), which saves network resources. Finally, the server sends clients the number of items in each bucket, and awaits retrieval requests.

**Client lookup.** A client can retrieve multiple messages simultaneously by treating each bucket as an independent collection and retrieving one \((\text{label}, c)\)-tuple from each bucket. This is done by calling an appropriate retrieval procedure on each bucket with a label that falls within the bucket’s range and the size of the bucket: for BST-encoded buckets, the client uses BST-RETRIEVAL; for other buckets, the client requests the label-to-index mapping, and retrieves a \((\text{label}, c)\)-tuple by directly sending the output of PIR’s QUERY procedure to the server. If a client does not wish to retrieve a tuple from a particular bucket, it performs the retrieval using a random label. Note that since BST-RETRIEVAL (or PIR’s QUERY) is executed on each bucket independently, the server’s CPU cost is still the same as if the client had requested a single tuple from the entire collection (as was the case in §3.3).

In the best case, since there are as many buckets as user queries (\(B = k\)), clients can retrieve all of their desired messages at once. However, this scenario presupposes that all tuples that the client wishes to retrieve have labels that fall in different buckets. But what if a client wished to retrieve \(\rho\) tuples (\(1 < \rho \leq k\)) from the same bucket?

Unfortunately this cannot be done privately as it would require the client to interact with the same bucket \(\rho\) times, leaking information about the requested labels. Instead, the entire protocol must be rerun \(\rho\) times, allowing the user to retrieve one message from the contested bucket on each run. There is one caveat: the number of times that the protocol is rerun during a round must not depend on the user’s choice of labels; this too would leak information. Instead, the number of reruns must be set a priori.

But how common is it for clients to want to retrieve multiple tuples from the same bucket? This is a standard balls-and-bins scenario, since the client’s labels are generated from a pseudorandom function, and the buckets’ range is statically and independently partitioned. We can thus bound the number of tuples that fall in any bucket by \(\rho \leq \frac{3\ln(k)}{\ln(d)}\) [98, Lemma 5.1]; this bound fails to hold with probability \(\leq \frac{1}{\xi}\). Unfortunately, this is a fairly large number (9–11, for \(k \leq 512\)), especially since we require rerunning the entire protocol \(\rho\) times to guarantee that clients can retrieve \(k\) messages with high probability.

Below we describe how Pung reduces the bound on \(\rho\) exponentially by reaping the load balancing benefits of giving clients multiple choices to retrieve tuples [97].

### 4.3 Fewer reruns with the power of two choices

Azar et al. [14] show that in a \(k\) balls and \(k\) bins scenario, if each ball maps to \(d\) random bins (\(d > 1\)), and balls are placed in the bin least full, the highest load in any bin is bounded by \(\frac{\ln\ln(k)}{\ln(d)} + \Theta(1)\) with high probability.

We observe that if clients had multiple buckets from which to retrieve a message, we could apply this result to decrease the bound on \(\rho\), and consequently the number of reruns that clients must perform during multi-retrieval (§4.2). However, this kind of load balancing is typically applied from the producer’s perspective (e.g., choosing which server to issue a request, or on which queue to place a packet); in our case, we are interested in enabling the consumer (i.e., the recipient of a message).

This raises the following question: how can we enable a client to be able to retrieve a message under two labels? We propose a seemingly bad idea: have senders derive two labels for each message, and have the server store messages under both labels. This of course doubles the already large number of messages in the system (\(n\)). Considering that all PIR costs scale linearly with \(n\), and the BST retrieval scheme (§3.3) adds a multiplicative \(\log(n)\) factor to network costs, this is a cause for concern. However, the exponential decrease in the number of reruns that clients will have to perform (i.e., \(\rho\)), far outweighs the costs associated with doubling all messages. Ultimately, this simple approach results in significant savings.

We implement the above scheme by extending Pung’s send and retrieve procedures (§3.2). Recall that clients derive two keys from their shared secret, and use one of them (with a PRF) to generate a label under which to store a message. Under the modified protocol, clients derive a third key that they use in combination with a second PRF to generate the extra label.\(^1\) Clients can then send

\(^1\)Clients need to ensure that both labels do not map to the same bucket.
(L1, L2, c) to the server, which then stores c under two different (label, c)-tuples. During retrieval, clients generate both labels for each message they wish to retrieve (§3.3) and follow the lookup scheme (§4.2) using the label that leads to fewer bucket collisions. Note that collisions are defined with respect to a client’s other labels. They are independent of the actions of other clients or the server; they are therefore a notion local to each client.

4.4 Probabilistic multi-retrieval with batch codes

The above bucket-based scheme makes progress toward lowering CPU and network costs, but still requires the protocol to be rerun ρ times. In this section we further refine the scheme by composing it with batch codes, discussed next, to achieve a hybrid scheme that has lower CPU costs than either mechanism, fewer round trips than the bucket-based scheme, and lower network costs than applying existing batch codes in isolation.

Batch codes. A (n, N, k, m)-batch code [71] takes as input a collection of n items and the number of desired retrievals k (k > 1), and outputs N items (n < N < n ⋅ k) distributed across m subcollections (m > 2) that have a useful load-balancing property: any k items from the original collection can be retrieved by querying each of the subcollections at most once. In our context, this means that a Pang server that encodes n (label, c)-tuples with a batch code can process k simultaneous queries from the same client, while only paying the processing cost required to answer one query to a collection of N tuples.

We now give an example of a (n, 3n, 2, 3)-batch code scheme that supports k = 2 retrievals. A collection DB of n items is split into 3 subcollections db1, db2, db3, such that db1 has the first half of the items, db2 has the second half of the items, and db3 has db1 ⊕ db2 (where ⊕ is the element-wise XOR operator). A single PIR query to each subcollection is thus sufficient to privately retrieve any two items from DB (we provide details later in this section). Furthermore, the CPU cost of answering all three queries (one for each subcollection) is the same as that of processing one PIR query over a collection of N = 3n items. Therefore, this scheme is 25% cheaper than running PIR twice on DB to retrieve 2 items (since that would require processing 2n items).

Subcube batch codes [71] are a generalization of this scheme and allow clients to retrieve any k items at once by recursively performing the above encoding (e.g., to support k = 4, one encodes each of db1, db2, db3 to obtain a total of m = 9 subcollections). Consequently, large values of k significantly amortize the CPU cost of retrieving k items. A disadvantage is that clients always have to retrieve an element from each of the m subcollections, where m = 3log(k) in the above scheme. This is acceptable for small k, but for large k the network overheads are enormous: for k = 128, clients retrieve 17 × more elements than running 128 instances of the scheme in Section 3.3.6

On the other hand, our probabilistic bucket-based scheme allows clients to retrieve k messages at once with lower CPU and network overhead, but requires ρ reruns of the protocol (ρ is roughly 3–4 with our refinement in §4.3). The rationale behind rerunning the protocol is that clients might need to retrieve up to ρ items from the same bucket. Observe that retrieving a few items (e.g., k = 2–4) is a strength of subcube batch codes. It therefore makes sense to hybridize the two techniques. However, subcube batch codes are not compatible with BST-based retrieval (which reduces network costs for large buckets as discussed in §3.3). We address this with the following technique, which might be of independent interest.

BST retrieval with subcube batch codes. We now adapt BST-RETRIEVAL (Fig. 4) to work on encoded collections. We focus on the (n, 3n, 2, 3)-subcube batch code described earlier but our approach generalizes.

Server setup. The server starts with a collection of n (label, c)-tuples, which it sorts based on labels. Analogous to the batch code scheme described earlier, the server splits the collection into two halves, and stores them as two complete BSTs, b1 and b2. Finally, the server creates a third binary tree, b3, from b1 and b2 as follows: for every level i and index j, b3(i, j) = b1(i, j) ⊕ b2(i, j). The server then indicates to clients the collection size (n) and the lowest label in b2, Lmid; tuples with labels lower than Lmid, if they exist, would be found in b1.

Client lookup. A client wishing to retrieve two tuples labeled L1 and L2 can do so as follows. Assume without loss of generality that L1 < L2. There are two cases:

- If L1 < Lmid and L2 ≥ Lmid: the client calls BST-RETRIEVAL(L1, b3) on each tree independently, passing L1 for b1, L2 for b2, and a random label for b3.
- If L1 < Lmid and L2 < Lmid: the client calls BST-RETRIEVAL(L1, b3) on b1, and performs a joint tree traversal on b2 and b3 to retrieve L2 (the case where both L1 ≥ Lmid and L2 ≥ Lmid is symmetric and simply requires exchanging the role of b1 and b2).

Joint tree traversal. Since b3 is not a BST (i.e., the order of its elements does not respect BST semantics), it cannot be used directly for search. However, it can be jointly traversed with the help of another tree. We describe this for the case where L1 < Lmid and L2 < Lmid. A client starts by retrieving the tuples at level 0 and index 0 for both b2 and b3 in parallel. This is equivalent to lines 10–12 in Figure 4 (during the first iteration of the loop). The result of the two separate calls (one for each tree) to the

6 Other batch codes exist [71, 107, 114, 127], but their concrete costs are significantly higher than those of subcube batch codes in all our cases.

This can be done by using a counter as a nonce to the PRF, incrementing it until both labels map to different buckets.
While the label of $A$ is unintelligible (since it is encoded) and the label of $T_1$ is irrelevant to the client’s search, they can be combined to compute $(L, c) = T_1 = T_2 \oplus T_3$, which is the corresponding tuple in $b_2$. This yields a way to jointly traverse the trees: the client can compare $L_2$ to $L$ and choose whether to go left or right on both $b_2$ and $b_3$ for the next level. If $L_2 = L$, the client can save $c$ (as this is the desired ciphertext), and continue with random indices for the remaining levels. The above steps are analogous to lines 14–25 in Figure 4 when one replaces $L^*$ with $L_2$.

A hybrid scheme. As before, the server partitions the label space into $B$ buckets. For each bucket $b$, the server encodes all the remaining tuples with a $(n_b, N_b, \rho, m)$-subcube batch code. Here, $n_b$ is the initial number of tuples in $b$, $\rho$ is the number of reruns required after deriving two labels per tuple (§4.3), $N_b$ is the total number of tuples in $b$ after encoding, and $m$ is the number of subcollections per bucket ($m = 3^{\log(\rho)}$). If $n_b$ is large enough, the server uses the BST-aware batch code presented above so clients can benefit from the lower network cost of BST-based retrieval. The upshot is that combining batch codes with probabilistic multi-retrieval lets clients retrieve up to $\rho$ tuples from each bucket, without rerunning the protocol.

5 Operational challenges

A key challenge in any communication system is managing user connections. In particular, how do clients determine when and for how long to communicate? In Pung, the answer depends on the type of pre-existing relationship that users have: symmetric, where users already know each other and have already derived a shared secret (§3.1), and asymmetric, where one user wishes to “cold call” another for the first time. We now describe both cases.

Managing symmetric connections. Client applications of users who already know each other can exchange control messages through Pung. Control messages have a special structure that client applications can recognize and automatically act upon, so they are transparent to actual users. Control messages are sent over Pung like any other message—so they too are private—and include statements like “END” to indicate that a conversation is over, or “START [round]” to indicate the round when a conversation should start. These messages are sent periodically (e.g., every 20 rounds), but can also be sent during an active conversation in response to events (e.g., END is sent when the application is placed in the background or when the user stops typing for a few minutes).

The frequency of control messages is initially configured the first time that two users communicate with each other, but it can be adjusted dynamically with the “FREQ [rounds]” control statement. Higher frequency leads to smoother operation (e.g., client applications can agree on a round to start a conversation faster), but like any other message, they count toward the send and retrieve rate limit chosen by the user (§3.1). Pung’s multi-retrieval optimizations (§4) make sending and receiving control messages more efficient, and enable clients to fetch control messages from several known peers at once.

Initiating asymmetric connections. The exchange of control messages described above presupposes an established relationship between clients. But how does Pung bootstrap this interaction in the first place? One option is for clients to use control messages to introduce their peers to others. A more realistic alternative is for clients to use a dialing protocol, as proposed by Vuvuzela [134] and Alpenhorn [83]. In a dialing protocol, clients send invitations (messages stating the desire of a user to start a conversation, and information about a round on which to do so) to mailboxes with labels derived from users’ email addresses [83] or public keys [134]. Clients can then periodically check their corresponding mailboxes for invitations, without leaking metadata in the process.

Unfortunately, Pung does not currently support an efficient dialing protocol. We attempted to adapt Vuvuzela’s dialing scheme, but due to Pung’s threat model and architecture, we found that it degenerates into each client having to download the invitations sent by all users. The precise issue is that Pung does not provide sender anonymity [108]. Incidentally, all existing systems that provide sender anonymity without trusted infrastructure are fully peer-to-peer and broadcast messages to everyone [34, 43, 62, 68, 135]. This makes dialing gratuitous since all users already know each other (i.e., relationships are symmetric), and they actively communicate with everyone in every round. Designing an efficient dialing scheme under our setting (§2)—or proving that it cannot exist—remains an open question.

6 Implementation

We implement Pung in 5,800 lines of Rust and C++ bindings. We express the server-side computation of Pung in Naiad’s timely dataflow model [100], and use the Timely Dataflow library [92] written in Rust, to create, run, and coordinate dataflow workers. Each worker processes send and retrieve requests issued by clients, encodes the tuple collections, and invokes the PIR procedures exposed by XPIR [11]. Finally, we derive keys from secrets with HKDF [79], generate labels with HMAC-SHA256, and encrypt messages with ChaCha20-Poly1305. All of these operations are supported by the Rust-Crypto library [8].

Additional features. Our prototype supports:

- Long-lived messages. The Pung cluster maintains a sliding window of messages, regardless of the number of rounds over which they were sent. This allows users to retrieve messages sent to them during past rounds. This
requires dataflow workers to mix new and existing messages, garbage collect the messages that outlive the sliding window, and reconstruct buckets and BSTs.

- Group communication. Pung provides privacy to groups if all users in the group follow the protocol. Suppose a group $G$ has derived a shared key $k_t$, then: (1) user $i \in G$ can send its message to $G$ under label $\text{PRF}_k(r \parallel \text{uid})$ during round $r$; (2) users in $G$ can simultaneously retrieve all messages sent in round $r$ using a multi-retrieval query with labels $\text{PRF}_k(r \parallel \text{uid})$ for all $j \in G$.

- Directory service. If users know each others’ public keys $pk_i$ (e.g., RSA keys), they can derive a shared secret through a standard Diffie-Hellman key exchange [50] via Pung. User $i$ can send the tuple $(\text{PRF}_k(pk_i), \{\text{pub}_j, \sigma_j\})$ to the server, where $\text{pub}_j$ corresponds to $j$’s public Diffie-Hellman parameters $(g, p, g^e \mod p)$, and $\sigma_j$ is a signature of $\text{pub}_j$ under $i$’s private key. Notice that the tuple’s label depends only on $pk_i$; anyone with access to $pk_i$ can derive the label and retrieve the tuple. Clients can retrieve each other’s public components ($\text{pub}_j$), verify their authenticity, and derive the shared secret independently. Clients send these tuples to Pung servers when they first register, or via a special message that flags them so they are not garbage collected by dataflow workers. Pung stores these tuples in the same collection as other messages, so their access is kept private. If the tuples are larger than regular messages, they are split into chunks; clients can retrieve these chunks over several rounds or with multi-retrieval.

Compressing explicit label mappings. Recall that for large collections BST retrieval incurs less network costs than explicitly downloading the label-to-index mappings and performing PIR with a known index (§3.3). We now describe how to delay the break-even point (i.e., the collection size at which BST retrieval is better than explicitly downloading labels) by using a Bloom filter [25]. A Bloom filter is a probabilistic data structure that encodes a compressed representation of a set, and is widely used to reduce network costs in many settings, including private communication [83, 111] (although our use case is different). It exposes a check procedure that allows anyone to check whether some element is in the set (false positives are possible and occur with small probability).

In our implementation, the Pung server adds to a Bloom filter the element index||label for each tuple in the collection, and sends it to clients. Clients can then find the index of their desired label $L^*$ by testing for set membership locally while varying the index until a match is found: $\text{check}(0||L^*), \ldots, \text{check}(n-1||L^*)$. While standard Bloom filters require computing a large number of hash functions for each add and check operation, there exist constructions that require only two [77]. Thus, with little computation, clients can locally derive their desired index while saving network resources. For larger collections, retrieval via BST (Fig. 4) remains more efficient.

7 Experimental evaluation

Our evaluation answers four main questions. First, what is the cost of the cryptographic primitives used in Pung (§7.1)? Second, what is the concrete performance of Pung, and how does it compare to prior systems (§7.2)? Third, what are the benefits of multi-retrieval (§7.3)? Last, what are the costs that Pung imposes on clients (§7.4)?

Setup and metrics. We deploy Pung’s server logic on timely dataflow workers running on Microsoft Azure H16 instances (16-core Intel Xeon E5-2667 with 112 GB RAM) with Ubuntu 16.04. Our performance metrics are throughput (in messages/minute) and end-to-end latency (in seconds). Note that all entities run on the same data center, so our results do not capture the effects of wide area networking. In all cases we report the mean over 10 trials; standard deviations are less than 10% of the means.

We run clients and dataflow workers in a closed loop and let round duration be as low as possible: a new round starts as soon as all current requests are fulfilled. To keep the number of messages constant across rounds, we configure Pung’s garbage collection window to be the number of messages sent in one round (§6).

Baselines. We compare Pung to two prior systems: Dissent [43] and Vuvuzela [134]. They represent the state-of-the-art in private communication under the anytrust7 (Vuvuzela) and no-trust (Dissent) models. We want to emphasize that our comparison to Dissent is not apples-to-apples: Dissent achieves an additional privacy property—sender anonymity (§2, §9)—that Pung does not provide. However, we are not aware of a system with the same guarantees as Pung under our threat model.

7.1 Microbenchmarks

To understand the costs of Pung we start with a series of microbenchmarks. The network and CPU costs of many of Pung’s operations depend on the size of the collection ($n = \# of tuples$) held by the Pung cluster and the size of each $(\text{label}, c)$-tuple. We report the results for several collection sizes, and tuple sizes (288 bytes, 1 KB). We choose these tuple sizes to match our baselines: Vuvuzela clients exchange 256-byte encrypted messages (Pung’s 32-byte labels account for the difference), while Dissent targets larger messages ($\geq 1$ KB). The costs of PIR operations depend on two parameters: aggregation ($\alpha$) and dimension ($d$) [10]. They control the number of ciphertexts that make up a PIR query and answer (higher $\alpha$ and $d$ lead to smaller queries but larger answers). For each collection and tuple size, Pung dynamically chooses the parameters that minimize total network costs.

Figure 5 tabulates our results. We find that client-side operations incur little CPU costs aside from generating a

7The anytrust model [141] states that out of a set of servers one is assumed to be correct; clients need not know which is the correct one.
We focus on two end-to-end metrics: latency observed by clients in Pung, we set up a single dataflow worker that is under-utilized and that can immediately handle a user’s request. We then have a single client send its message and perform a retrieval. To experiment with large collection sizes we populate the server with up to 1 million 288-byte tuples. We experiment with three different methods that clients can use to retrieve their desired tuples from the server. The first has the client explicitly download all the label-to-index mappings prior to retrieval, look up the index of the corresponding label locally, and perform PIR with this index. The second downloads a Bloom filter that succinctly encodes the label-to-index mappings (§6), and performs the same steps as above. The last performs the BST retrieval procedure listed in Figure 4.

Figure 6 depicts the results. As we expect from our microbenchmarks, the client latency grows linearly with the number of messages at the server. Also, our low-latency network allows us to confirm that the server-side CPU costs associated with BST retrieval are negligibly higher than explicitly fetching the label-to-index mapping. However, in wide area networks we expect to see added latency due to \( \log(n) \) round trips. The Bloom filter’s checks (§6) also incur little CPU overhead, and its size is up to 10.4\times smaller than the associated label-to-index mapping. Finally, note that our prototype performs request-level—rather than data-level—parallelism, so these latencies could be reduced further by having dataflow workers process fractions of a request. However, current latencies are already comparable to those achieved by Vuvuzela, where even a two-client scenario requires 20-second rounds due to the addition and serial processing of cover traffic.

**Throughput.** To measure Pung’s peak throughput, we run experiments where clients send and retrieve a 256-byte message per round, for a total of 10 rounds. We then vary the number of clients (\( n \)) and measure the number of messages processed per minute. We distribute 64 timely dataflow workers across 4 VMs to run Pung’s server-side computation. Since we cannot run tens of thousands of clients in our infrastructure, we employ a combination of real and simulated clients. We configure 512 real clients across 8 VMs (4 clients per core). We then have each client send a single message and instruct dataflow workers to make up the difference by injecting the remaining
messages \((n=512)\) at the end of the send phase, simulating additional clients. Finally, during the retrieve phase, each real client fetches a message from a random mailbox.

We also run both baselines in our cluster, with 256-byte messages. Since Dissent is a peer-to-peer system and does not use servers, we spread out its peers across our VMs. We run only its shuffle protocol as that is more efficient than full Dissent for small fixed-sized messages [43, §3].

For Vuvuzela, we set up a 3-server chain in addition to the entry server that proxies client requests, which mirrors the arrangement evaluated by its authors [134, §7]. A caveat is that our VMs have fewer CPU cores. We also use the same parameters that characterize the distribution from which Vuvuzela servers draw noise \((\mu=300,000\) and \(b=13,800)\). We run 512 Vuvuzela clients and modify the entry server [9] to make up for the remaining messages (similar to how Pung’s dataflow workers inject messages).

Figure 7 depicts our results for 64, 32K, 65K, and 131K clients. We show Dissent’s throughput only with 64 users (see text for details).

Pung and Vuvuzela achieve relatively low throughput—far below their capacity—at very low client counts. This is due to lack of work, since only 64 clients are sending and retrieving messages in a given round. As a result, Pung workers sit idle most of the time, while Vuvuzela servers continue to generate and process significant cover traffic, delaying the start of the next round. However, at higher (and more realistic) client counts, there is enough work to make long rounds a non-issue for Vuvuzela. Indeed, Vuvuzela’s throughput is \(27.8\times\) higher than Pung at 131K clients, and this gap grows even larger with more clients.

7.3 What are the benefits of multi-retrieval?

We now discuss how our techniques (§4) impact the performance of Pung in terms of latency and throughput. In both cases, we run the same experiments described in Section 7.2, but configure clients to use the hybrid scheme (§4.4) to retrieve multiple messages at once.

Latency. As with the single retrieval case, client latency grows linearly with the number of messages at the server.

End-to-end latency (sec) for Pung and Vuvuzela at various client counts is shown in Figure 8. The graph also shows the impact of increasing the number of messages \(k\) available for multi-retrieval. Pung’s latency grows as \(k\) increases, reflecting the need to distribute the query among multiple servers. Vuvuzela, on the other hand, shows a more linear relationship, indicating that the system is better suited to handling larger \(k\) values.

Throughput. We depict the throughput benefits of having clients retrieve a batch of \(k=64\) messages in Figure 9. We find that Pung’s hybrid scheme offers a throughput boost of up to \(5.2\times\) over single retrieval. Based on our cost model (available in Appendix B), the maximum gain that we can expect from using our hybrid scheme over retrieving messages one by one is \(14.2\times\) for \(k=64\). This large disagreement (over \(2\times\)) with our experimental results comes from two main sources. First, our end-to-end throughput measures not only message retrieval but also Pung’s send phase—including the expensive PIR setup step (§7.1) and the encoding of buckets using batch codes (§4.4)—which lowers our potential gains. Second, as we discuss in Section 7.1, smaller collections are disproportionately more expensive to serve than larger ones.
we find that under certain regimes (e.g., small tuple sizes, we vary the collection sizes ($k$)—by sending PIR queries and receiving PIR answers (several ciphertexts). With the PIR construction that we employ (i.e., XPIR [10]), ciphertexts are rather large (128 Kbits), so these overheads are more than the size of the collection for smaller tuple sizes and large $k$. While we can use a different cryptosystem with smaller ciphertexts (e.g., Paillier [104]) to reduce network costs by orders of magnitude, it incurs much higher server-side CPU costs [10]. We are investigating ways to resolve this conflict between network and CPU costs.

Admittedly, this is the primary limitation of Pung’s current design. However, there are certain regimes in which Pung’s multi-retrieval outperforms downloading the entire collection: larger messages (e.g., $\geq 1$ KB), or medium $k$ (e.g., $\leq 64$). For example, with $k = 16$ and 10 KB messages, the total network cost is 7× lower than downloading the entire collection. Finally, while these costs may be considered modest for well-connected devices, they remain high for many settings (e.g., mobile devices).

8 Applicable scenarios

Section 7.3 demonstrates that Pung’s optimizations can substantially increase its throughput, but they incur additional network resources and require clients to retrieve many messages at once. We now discuss applications that can benefit from Pung’s privacy guarantees as well as its multi-retrieval—high network costs remain an issue.

First, participants in a dark pool (a private stock exchange) could hide their orders using Pung, preventing market speculation and predatory tactics by high-frequency traders [88, 106]. Second, email, group chats, and collaboration tools such as Slack [4] are all a natural fit for Pung: they use larger messages ($>1$ KB), and require (or benefit from) multi-retrieval.

Finally, several applications with many-to-one communication can use Pung. For instance, health/embedded devices can send diagnostic information to medical providers using Pung, preserving the privacy of the communication. Similarly, Pung enables private collection of data from sensors (e.g., Internet of things), or corporate software (e.g., bug reports). While these devices have limited resources (e.g., power, bandwidth) they can still use Pung, since they can choose (a priori) how often to participate (e.g., every 5 rounds). They can then leverage Pung’s multi-retrieval to “catch up” by simultaneously retrieving all messages sent to them during the last 5 rounds. Of course, if a client rarely participates, its messages might be garbage collected before it can catch up (§6).

9 Related work

This section discusses related systems, and their comparison to Pung. (Danezis et al. [46] provide a more thorough discussion of many of these systems.)
Mix networks. The earliest private messaging systems employ mix networks [23, 24, 32, 33, 48, 67, 75, 84, 85]: they rely on a set of servers (called mixes) to shuffle messages before delivering them to recipients. This shuffling is often accompanied by encryption, batching, and chaffing (the addition of dummy traffic) to prevent traffic analysis. Since all operations are relatively lightweight, these systems enjoy lower latency and higher throughput than many other works in the literature—including Pung. However, malicious mixes can replay, duplicate, or drop messages, violating these systems’ guarantees via known attacks [87, 90, 103, 109, 110, 115, 126, 138]. Indeed, Kesdogan et al. [74] show that many of these attacks are fundamental. Consequently, systems like Aqua [85] and Herd [84] sidestep these attacks by targeting scenarios where particular mixes with critical roles are trusted. The use of such trusted mixes contradict our goals (§2).

There are works with a decentralized architecture: peer-to-peer mix networks [117, 143] and peer-to-peer routing [18, 38, 47, 56, 57, 101, 116, 124]. These systems have high network costs, and rely on a threshold of peers being correct. Furthermore, they are susceptible to strong adversaries [55, 94, 128] and Sybil attacks [53]. Salsa [101] combats these issues by making an additional assumption: fewer than 20% of all nodes are malicious. Blindsight [57] and Drac [47] suggest peering only with contacts from existing social networks, but this leaks information about users’ relationships and results in small anonymity sets.

Onion routing. Works based on onion routing [52, 95, 96, 131], especially Tor [52], are widely adopted due to their relative low latency and ability to support millions of users. However, these systems are unable to resist traffic analysis attacks [70, 99, 115], even those performed by local adversaries [30, 81, 105, 136]. While future Internet architectures may address many of these shortcomings [35], we target a system that is deployable today.

DC networks. Another line of work is based on Dining Cryptographers (DC) networks [34, 43, 68]. They provide stronger guarantees than Pung under the same threat model, but they are peer-to-peer (requiring all users to know each other) and are based on all-to-all broadcast of messages. This results in high costs. Consequently, these systems typically accommodate only dozens of users. Verdict [44] and Dissent’s successor [140] make great strides to reduce these costs and support thousands of users, but in the process introduce trusted infrastructure (under the anytrust model) which differs from our goals (§2).

Mailbox systems. Finally, there are a number of systems [26, 41, 42, 78, 82, 122, 134] that employ an architecture and techniques similar to Pung’s (clients retrieve messages from per-round mailboxes kept at third-party servers). The key differences between these works and Pung is their reliance on at least one correct server, and the mechanisms that follow from that assumption. We elaborate on the most related ones below.

P³ [78], like Pung, employs a key-value store from which users can privately pull messages. While P³’s focus is a retrieval mechanism that supports general queries when fetching a message (e.g., prefix search), Pung’s primary goal is to drive down the cost of retrieval by introducing several batching optimizations (§4).

Riposte [42] targets a setting more fitting for whistle-blowers and informants where the sender wishes to remain anonymous from everyone (including all recipients). In contrast, Pung’s goal is hiding the communication pattern between users who already know each other’s identities. The Pynchon Gate [122] provides anonymity by composing a mix network with an IT-PIR scheme (§3.3). However, these guarantees hold only for passive adversaries who do not compromise mixes; under our threat model several attacks exist [103, 109, 110, 138]. Riffle [82] addresses this limitation by enhancing mixes with a verifiable shuffle, but retains the IT-PIR substrate and the anytrust model, which requires at least one correct server.

Vuvuzela [134] provides privacy through request shuffling and the careful addition of cover traffic rather than through PIR. Vuvuzela achieves significantly better performance than Pung (§7.2, §7.3), and it proposes an efficient dialing protocol, which Alpenhorn [83] enhances further. In contrast, Pung is not compatible with either dialing scheme, and we have not yet identified a suitable substitute (§5). However, Pung does introduce some benefits. In Vuvuzela, messages are ephemeral and can only be accessed during a single round; Pung supports long-lived messages that can be retrieved anytime prior to garbage collection (§6). Vuvuzela does not support group communications since it is based on point-to-point exchanges. Finally, the guarantees of a Vuvuzela deployment are based on differential privacy and are valid only for a certain number of rounds (based on a privacy budget). Pung’s guarantees hold for any number of rounds.

10 Summary and conclusion

Our goal was to eliminate trust assumptions in private communication. To accomplish this goal, we leverage powerful cryptography and build Pung. Pung supports $10^3 \times$ more users than prior systems in a similar threat model but falls short of systems that make trust assumptions. To improve performance, Pung targets a setting where clients retrieve multiple messages at once (§8). In this regime, Pung introduces new techniques that heavily amortize the costs of its cryptographic machinery. Our evaluation confirms that Pung reduces computational costs by up to $11 \times$, at the expense of higher network costs. With these improvements, Pung presents an attractive design point for private communication systems.
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A Security analysis

Section 2.1 provides an informal description of metadata privacy. We now expand on this description. In particular we target relationship unobservability (UO) [108], which states that aside from the sender and the recipient, no other party can observe the existence of a communication. To formalize UO, we use and (minimally) extend the framework and security games presented by Gelernter and Herzberg [59] (other works provide similar frameworks [15, 125]). We cannot use their framework directly since it assumes that messages that are sent are automatically received by users. In contrast, users in Pung fetch messages explicitly, possibly over many rounds (§3.3, §4).

We start by introducing an abstract protocol $\pi$ that models communication through a mailbox service (e.g., key-value store). $\pi$ exposes two functions: $\text{Send}(i, r, m)$ and $\text{Retr}(i, r)$. $\text{Send}$ takes the recipient’s id $i$, a round $r$, and a message $m$ (⊥ if the user is idle), and deposits $m$ in a mailbox accessible to $i$ during round $r$. $\text{Retr}$ retrieves any message sent to $i$ during round $r$ or returns ⊥ if there is no message.

A.1 UO under explicit retrieval

We define our privacy notion, relationship unobservability under explicit retrieval (UO-ER), based on the following security game.

Security Game for UO-ER. The game consists of a setup-simulation-guess protocol played by a challenger $C$ and an adversary. An instance of the game, $\mathcal{G}_{\pi, n, d}^\lambda(1^k) = b'$, is parameterized by the actions of the adversary, $\mathcal{A}$; the abstract protocol, $\pi$; the number of correct users $n$; the security parameter, $\lambda$; the number of rounds for which $\pi$ runs, $t$; and the correct output of the game, $b$. The actual output of the game is the adversary’s guess $b'$. The adversary wins the game if his guess is correct: $b' = b$.

Outline. The game is a standard indistinguishability game. In the setup phase, $\mathcal{A}$ specifies two scenarios, $M^0$ and $M^1$, that describe the behavior of correct users (what messages they send and retrieve). In the simulation step $C$ chooses one scenario at random ($M^b$) and simulates the actions of correct users under this scenario. $C$ does so by translating all send and retrieve instructions in $M^b$ to the corresponding $\text{Send}$ and $\text{Retr}$ functions in $\pi$, and providing all resulting application-layer packets to $\mathcal{A}$. At the end of the simulation, $\mathcal{A}$ chooses to either move forward onto the guess step and issue an answer or it can ask for the setup and simulation steps to be run from scratch (i.e., $\mathcal{A}$ specifies two new scenarios $M^0$ and $M^1$, and $C$ simulates the new scenario $M^b$). If after a polynomial number of iterations $\mathcal{A}$ has not issued a guess, the default value of 0 is assigned to the game’s output.

Setup. $\mathcal{A}$ specifies two scenarios, $M^0$ and $M^1$, containing a total of $n \cdot t$ entries. Each entry corresponds to a pair of send ($S$) and retrieve ($R$) actions performed by a correct user during a single round. The values for these actions are: $S(i, r) = \{ j, r_s, m_{s \rightarrow j} \}$; and $R(i, r) = \{ i, r_k \}$. $i, j$ are the ids of correct users (not necessarily distinct); $r_s$ and $r_k$ are arbitrary rounds; $r$ is the current round (used by $C$ to know which action to simulate next); $m_{s \rightarrow j}$ is the plaintext message sent from $i$ to $j$, and it could be $\bot$ to indicate that the user does not send a message in round $r$.

There are two peculiarities with the way $\mathcal{A}$ constructs scenarios. First, $M^0$ and $M^1$ describe only the actions of correct users. This is because malicious users do not follow $\pi$, and cannot be simulated by $C$. Malicious users’ actions play a role during simulation, where $\mathcal{A}$ is invoked as an oracle. Second, correct users send only to other correct users. This weakens the power of $\mathcal{A}$ to select scenarios in which correct users only send messages to other correct users. This is consistent with our goal of relationship unobservability, which provides meaningful privacy only if both the sender and the recipient of a given communication are correct (§2.1). A similar approach is taken by Gelernter and Herzberg [59].

Simulation. $\mathcal{A}$ provides the two scenarios that it generates to $C$. If this is the first iteration, $C$ flips a random

1: function $\text{Simulate}(\mathcal{A}, \pi, n, t, M^b)$
2: packets ← {}  // network traces from all users
3: for $i = 0$ to $n - 1$ do
4: $\pi_i$ ← new($\pi$)  // setup an instance of $\pi$ for user $i$
5: for $r = 0$ to $t - 1$ do
6: for $i = 0$ to $n - 1$ do
7: packets ← $\text{Send}(\pi_i, S(i, r))$
8: packets ← $\text{Retr}(\pi_i, R(i, r))$
9: packets ← $\mathcal{A}$ simulates malicious senders
10: packets ← $\mathcal{A}$ simulates malicious retrievers
11: return packets

Figure 11—Simulation performed by challenger $C$. $\mathcal{A}$ is the adversary’s algorithm; $\pi$ is an explicit retrieval protocol; $M^b$ is the scenario to simulate; $n$ is the number of correct users in the scenario; and $t$ is the total number of rounds for which to run $\pi$. 
coin and obtains bit b. Otherwise, C continues to use the previously derived bit b. C then chooses scenario M₀ and follows the protocol in Figure 11. After each call to π’s functions, packets going in and out of application layer queues are collected; they are given to A at the end of the simulation. Note that while the simulation does not explicitly allow A to drop, reorder, replay, insert, or modify messages from correct users, this power is implicit in the ability of A to fully specify both scenarios. A can, however, adaptively perform these actions on behalf of malicious users (Figure 11, lines 9 and 13).

Once the simulation is over, A can either issue an answer or ask for a rerun with new scenarios (but b is kept unchanged). This allows A to adapt its strategy across iterations. This process can repeat a number of times that is polynomial in the security parameter λ, after which the game automatically outputs 0 as A’s guess.

**Guess.** A outputs a guess b* indicating that scenario M₀ was simulated. A wins the game if it guesses b* = b.

**Definition 1.** Protocol π provides UO-ER if given security parameter λ, for all probabilistic polynomial time algorithms A, for any polynomial number of rounds t and correct users n, there exists a negligible function negl such that:

\[ |Pr[G^0_{A,π,n}(1^λ) = 1] − Pr[G^1_{A,π,n}(1^λ) = 1]| ≤ negl(1^λ) \]

This definition states that if π provides UO-ER, then an adversary gains no meaningful advantage from observing network packets. In other words, the probability of A distinguishing between Alice communicating with Bob, and Alice communicating with Charlie (or not communicating at all) is negligibly better than a random guess (or any prior A may have obtained through other channels).

Note that the above game and definition only capture one message per round. This contrasts Pung’s optimizations (§4), but can be addressed by treating multiple entries in a scenario (M) as different send-retrieve pairs from the same user during a round. This requires increasing the number of entries per round in the scenarios from n to \( k \cdot n \), where \( k \) corresponds to clients’ retrieval-rate (§4). A can thus distinguish between M₀ and M₁ if it can distinguish any one message, which is the expected behavior of extending UO-ER to multiple messages.

**Lemma 1.** Pung’s base protocol (§3) provides UO-ER (Definition 1).

**Proof.** Recall that we use three primitives (§2.2): authenticated encryption (AE), PRF, and a computational private information retrieval scheme. Each has a notion of indistinguishability, which we leverage (we summarize CPIR’s indistinguishability game in Section A.2).

When the challenger C simulates the SEND procedure of Pung (acting as π) for an honest client (Fig. 11, line 8) on some entry from M₀, Pung generates (label, c)-tuples using a PRF and an AE. Since our AE is IND-CCA2, the adversary (A) cannot distinguish between the ciphertext of an entry in M₀ and one of an entry in M₁−₀, except with negligible probability. Even if the entry is ⊥, Pung still encrypts a dummy message. Furthermore, the label depends on a secret not known to A, and is generated from a PRF whose output is indistinguishable from random. Consequently, (label, c)-tuples give A a negligible advantage to guess between M₀ and M₁−₀.

When C simulates the RETR procedure (Fig. 11, line 12) on some entry from M₀, Pung retrieves the element by constructing a PIR query for the index given in M₀. As given by PIR’s security guarantee (Definition 2 described in the next section) and our assumption that Pung uses a secure CPIR scheme, an adversary cannot distinguish the PIR query (and PIR answer) of an index given in M₀ and one given in M₁−₀, except with negligible probability. Note that these hold even when the client uses a BST retrieval scheme [36]. Therefore, observing the network trace associated with RETR gives A only a negligible advantage to distinguish between M₀ and M₁−₀.

The last step of the proof is a standard hybrid argument showing that a composition of these three primitives does not allow A to distinguish between M₀ and M₁−₀, except with probability that remains negligible in the security parameter λ.

**A.2 Security of Pung’s multi-retrieval**

We now show that our PIR multi-retrieval optimizations (§4) retain the privacy guarantees provided by the underlying PIR scheme. In conjunction with Lemma 1, this shows that Pung with our multi-retrieval techniques continues to provide UO-ER (Definition 1).

**Security game for PIR.** We use a standard computationally indistinguishability game for PIR [142, §2.3]. We describe it here for completeness. The game is between an adversary A and a challenger C. We denote an instance of this game by \( PG^b_{A,π,n}(1^λ) = b' \), where π = (QUERY, ANSWER, DECODE) is a PIR protocol, and λ is the security parameter.

1. A selects a collection DB consisting of n items of equal length, and sends n to C.
2. A then specifies two indices, i and j, to C such that 0 ≤ i, j < n.
3. C then generates a random bit \( b ∈ \{0, 1\} \); it selects i if \( b = 0 \) and j otherwise.
4. C then generates a PIR query for the chosen index using π’s QUERY procedure and sends them to A.
5. A then outputs its guess of C’s choice, \( b' ∈ \{0, 1\} \).

The adversary A wins the security game if \( b = b' \).
bilistic polynomial time adversaries $A$ and $DB$ sizes $n$:

$$\Pr[PC^b_{A,\pi,N}(1^\lambda)=1] - \Pr[PC^1_{A,\pi,N}(1^\lambda)=1] \leq \text{negl}(1^\lambda)$$

where $\lambda$ is a security parameter and negl is a negligible function of the security parameter $\lambda$.

**Assumption 1.** We denote the PIR protocol used by Pung as $\pi_{\text{crit}}$. We take it as a given that $\pi_{\text{crit}}$ is secure under Definition 2.

**Multi-retrieval.** We now formalize PIR multi-retrieval and provide the corresponding security game. A multi-retrieval protocol $\pi'$ works over $m$ collections $(DB_1, \ldots, DB_m)$ held by a server, where the $i$th collection, $DB_i$, consists of $n_i$ elements of equal size. We denote the size of the server’s collection by $N = (n_1, \ldots, n_m)$. Similar to a PIR protocol, $\pi'$ supports three procedures: $\text{MULTI-QUERY}$, $\text{MULTI-ANSWER}$, $\text{MULTI-DECODE}$.

The $\text{MULTI-QUERY}(l, N)$ procedure is run by the client; $l$ is a vector of length $k$, and encodes the indices of items that the client is interested in retrieving from the server’s collections. Each entry in this vector is a tuple, $(l, p)$, where $l$ specifies the collection (i.e., $1 \leq l \leq m$) and $p$ states the index in $l$th collection (i.e., $1 \leq p \leq n_l$). $\text{MULTI-QUERY}$ outputs a set of queries $Q$ that encodes theses indices. The $\text{MULTI-ANSWER}(Q, (DB_1, \ldots, DB_m))$ procedure is run by the server; it returns a vector of encrypted responses $A$, where each entry encodes the element requested by the client at the corresponding position in $Q$. The $\text{MULTI-DECODE}(A)$ procedure is run by the client; it decrypts each entry in $A$ to recover the desired element in each of the collections $(DB_1, \ldots, DB_m)$.

**Security game for multi-retrieval.** We extend PIR’s security game and Definition 2 to the case of PIR retrievals from multiple collections.\(^8\) Our generalization to multiple collections is similar in spirit to indistinguishable multiple encryptions in the case of public key cryptosystems [72, Chapter 10]. We denote an instance of such a generalized game by $MG^b_{A,\pi',N,k}(1^\lambda) = b'$, where $\pi'=(\text{MULTI-QUERY}, \text{MULTI-ANSWER}, \text{MULTI-DECODE})$ is a multi-retrieval protocol, and $\lambda$ is the security parameter.

1. $A$ generates $m$ collections where the $i$th collection contains $n_i$ elements of the same size; it then communicates $N = (n_1, \ldots, n_m)$ to the challenger $C$.
2. $A$ specifies two vectors of length $k$, $I$ and $J$. Each entry in these vectors is a tuple $(l, p)$ where $l$ selects one of the collections (i.e., $1 \leq l \leq m$) and $p$ selects one index from the $l$th database (i.e., $1 \leq p \leq n_l$). Additionally, we require that in both vectors, the number of retrievals from a particular collection must the same.
3. $C$ then flips a random coin $b \in \{0, 1\}$ to select one of the two vectors (as in the single retrieval game). It then generates PIR queries, $Q$, using $\text{MULTI-QUERY}$ and sends them to $A$.
4. $A$ then outputs its guess of $C$’s coin, $b'$.

The adversary $A$ wins the security game if $b = b'$.

**Definition 3.** A PIR multi-retrieval protocol, $\pi'$, is secure if for all probabilistic polynomial adversaries $A$,

$$\Pr[MG^0_{A,\pi',N,k}(1^\lambda) = 1] - \Pr[MG^1_{A,\pi',N,k}(1^\lambda) = 1] \leq \text{negl}(1^\lambda)$$

where $\lambda$ is the security parameter and negl is a negligible function of the security parameter.

Observe that Pung’s multi-retrieval protocol, including all of the variants presented in Section 4, adhere to the above formalism. For instance, in Pung’s probabilistic bucket scheme (§4.2), the server simply splits its collection $(DB)$ into $B$ sub-collections $(DB_1, \ldots, DB_B)$ (representing the buckets) using a static partitioning scheme; clients issue PIR queries to each sub-collection independently. Furthermore, the number of PIR queries that clients need to issue to a particular sub-collection is given to clients at the end of Pung’s SEND phase (which occurs prior to clients issuing any PIR queries). The same is true for the other two optimizations: aliasing labels (§4.3) simply doubles the size of the original collection $(DB)$, but is otherwise identical to the above scenario. Our hybrid scheme (§4.4) simply splits each bucket $(DB_i)$ into further sub-collections based on the batch code used.

We now show that Pung’s multi-retrieval protocol is secure under Definition 3 given Assumption 1.

**Lemma 2.** Pung’s PIR multi-retrieval scheme (§4) is secure under Definition 3.

**Proof.** Suppose Pung’s multi-retrieval scheme is not secure; then there exists a probabilistic polynomial time adversary, $A_M$, that violates Definition 3. We can show that one can use such an adversary to construct another adversary, $A_F$, that violates definition 2. Since Pung’s multi-retrieval scheme employs $\pi_{\text{crit}}$, which is assumed secure under Definition 2, this leads to a contradiction.

The reduction proof is identical to the proof of reduction from indistinguishable multiple encryptions to indistinguishable single encryption for a public key cryptosystem [72, Theorem 10.10].

**B Cost model for Pung’s multi-retrieval**

Figure 12 depicts cost models for Pung’s multi-retrieval techniques along with those of prior works. Our cost model suggests that Pung’s hybrid scheme (§4.4) strikes a balance between CPU reduction and keeping network costs manageable. Furthermore, for the values of $k$ that we target ($4 \leq k \leq 512$), Pung’s hybrid achieves the best...
which is likely sufficient for most applications.

Pung’s hybrid is probabilistically complete. That is, there exists some small probability that a client will be unable to retrieve all of its elements (§4.2, §4.3). We now empirically quantify this probability. To do this we run an experiment where a client derives \( k \) pairs of labels randomly, ensuring that within each pair, both labels map to different buckets (as described in §4.3, footnote 5). We then count the number of bucket collisions (i.e., the maximum load on each bucket) when the client uses the following greedy algorithm. For each pair of labels, the client chooses the label within the pair that maps to the bucket least full. The client then places the label in its matching bucket, and continues with the next pair of labels. The client processes the pairs of labels sequentially. At the end, we count the number of labels in each bucket. We repeat this experiment 10 million times; the results are in Figure 14.

We find that the probability that a client fails to retrieve at least one item on a given round is relatively small: 1 in 100K for small \( k \); even lower for larger \( k \). While this is high enough that it will occasionally affect clients, recall from Section 4 that clients can simply retry again. Criti-
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Larger \( \beta \) leads to higher network costs but lower CPU costs. For the combinatorial batch code, \( n \geq (k-1) \cdot \log_2(\beta) \) and \( \beta \geq k \). Larger \( k \) can be up to 6 with small probability. More than 4 bucket collisions prevents a Pung client from retrieving all \( k \) elements from a collection of \( n \) elements. For all batch code schemes we assume that clients use PIR to fetch one element from each of the \( m \) encoded subcollections (last column). CPU costs are proportional to the number of elements processed (\( N \)), and network costs are proportional to the number of elements retrieved (\( m \)). In all cases, \( k \) of the elements retrieved are useful, and the rest are overhead introduced by the multi-retrieval scheme. For Pung, \( \rho = \ln(\ln(k))/\ln(d) + 1, d \geq 2, and I \geq 2 \). (Pung uses \( d = 2 \) and \( I = 2 \).) The subcube batch code also has the same constraint on \( I \). Larger \( I \) leads to higher network costs but lower CPU costs. For Pung’s hybrid, \( n \geq (k-1) \cdot \log_2(\beta) \) and \( \beta \geq k \). Larger \( \beta \) leads to higher network costs but lower CPU costs.

![Figure 10. CPU gains and network overheads of Pung’s Hybrid multi-retrieval scheme over retrieving tuples one by one using PIR. For \( k = 4 \), Pung defaults to a single bucket encoded with a \((n, \frac{9}{7}n, 4, 9)\)-subcube batch code, since Pung’s other techniques yield no benefit for such small \( k \).](image)

![Figure 11. Theoretical CPU gains and network overheads of Pung’s Hybrid multi-retrieval scheme over retrieving tuples one by one using PIR. For \( k = 4 \), Pung defaults to a single bucket encoded with a \((n, \frac{9}{7}n, 4, 9)\)-subcube batch code, since Pung’s other techniques yield no benefit for such small \( k \).](image)

![Figure 12. Costs of various multi-retrieval schemes for retrieving \( k \) elements from a collection of \( n \) elements. For all batch code schemes we assume that clients use PIR to fetch one element from each of the \( m \) encoded subcollections (last column). CPU costs are proportional to the number of elements processed (\( N \)), and network costs are proportional to the number of elements retrieved (\( m \)). In all cases, \( k \) of the elements retrieved are useful, and the rest are overhead introduced by the multi-retrieval scheme. For Pung, \( \rho = \ln(\ln(k))/\ln(d) + 1, d \geq 2, and I \geq 2 \). (Pung uses \( d = 2 \) and \( I = 2 \).) The subcube batch code also has the same constraint on \( I \). Larger \( I \) leads to higher network costs but lower CPU costs. For the combinatorial batch code, \( n \geq (k-1) \cdot \log_2(\beta) \) and \( \beta \geq k \). Larger \( \beta \) leads to higher network costs but lower CPU costs.](image)
cally, this is not an unexpected failure: the client knows before issuing the multi-retrieval request that it cannot retrieve one or more of its tuples. The client also learns specifically which labels are in conflict. Consequently, Pung’s client application can prioritize which tuples from a particular bucket to fetch in the current round, in the unlikely event that it cannot fetch all of them. The remaining tuples can be fetched in the next round.
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